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Confident Birth
In Depths of Darkness, Sol Angelica, the beautiful and
restless niece of Tengel, becomes the focus of the
story. At twenty years of age she is able to give full
and free rein to her long-held wish to seek out ancient
witches covens in the lowlands and to worship the
Powers of Darkness unrestrainedly. At last she feels
ready to fulfil all her secret and depraved dreams of
power and carnal passion. Yet like her uncle Tengel,
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all her impulses are not evil - it is not only the dark
powers that guide her. And she finds she is ready to
give her life to protect those nearest and dearest to
her.

Gender, Power, Text
Teenage superheroes, fighting for truth, justice, and
possession of the videogame controller. Go, Teen
Titans! Raven might be the most mysterious of the
Teen Titans, but she's also the most intriguing . . . and
her powers are nothing short of awesome. Learn all
about her powers and personality in these enigmatic
activities and coloring pages. Includes a half-spread of
incredible stickers!

Unto a Good Land
Invisible Boy
"Cornelia Read's darkest, most passionate, and most
poignant book yet." -Tana French, New York Times
Bestselling Author The smart-mouthed but sensitive
runaway socialite Madeline Dare is shocked when she
discovers the skeleton of a brutalized three-year-old
boy in her own weed-ridden family cemetery outside
Manhattan. Determined to see that justice is served,
she finds herself examining her own troubled personal
history, and the sometimes hidden, sometimes all-toopublic class and racial warfare that penetrates every
level of society in the savage streets of New York City
during the early 1990s. Madeline is aided in her
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efforts by a colorful assemblage of friends, relatives,
and new acquaintances, each one representing a
separate strand of the patchwork mosaic city
politicians like to brag about. The result is an
unforgettable narrative that relates the causes and
consequences of a vicious crime to the wider
relationships that connect and divide us all.

Sagan om Isfolket - Villemo
Villemo's fiery nature and love of magic have already
got her into plenty of trouble. She has become
entangled with a blood feud that is raging through the
generations, and threatens her life. She tries to
protect herself and her family, but her journey takes
her to the heart of a dangerous rebellion. The
youngest generation of the Ice People are in their
prime, with some extraordinary supernatural powers.
Now they must find a way to save Villemo – and
themselves.

The Outcast Dead
“Elly Griffiths draws us all the way back to prehistoric
times . . . Highly atmospheric.” — New York Times
Book Review The service of the Outcast Dead is held
annually in Norwich commemorating the bodies in the
paupers’ graves. This year’s proceedings hold special
interest for forensic archaeologist Ruth Galloway, who
has just unearthed the notorious Mother Hook,
hanged in 1867 at Norwich Castle for killing multiple
children. Now Ruth is reluctantly starring in a TV
special, working alongside the alluring historian Dr.
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Frank Barker. Nearby, DCI Harry Nelson is
investigating the case of three children found dead in
their home when another child is abducted. A
kidnapper dubbed the Childminder claims
responsibility, but is the Childminder behind the
deaths too? The team races to find out — and after a
child close to everyone involved disappears, the
stakes couldn’t be higher. “An uncommon, down-toearth heroine whose acute insight, wry humor, and
depth of feeling make her a thoroughly engaging
companion.” — Erin Hart, Agatha and Anthony
Award–nominated author of Haunted Ground and
Lake of Sorrows Elly Griffiths’s Ruth Galloway novels
have been praised as “gripping” (Louise Penny),
“highly atmospheric,” (New York Times Book Review),
and “must-reads for fans of crime fiction” (Associated
Press). She is the winner of the 2010 Mary Higgins
Clark Award.

The Ice People 1 Seventeen year-old Silje Arngrimsdotter struggles to
come to terms with the harshness of life in a high
mountain valley among the witches and warlocks of
the mysterious Ice People. Having fled there for her
life with her adored 'wolf man' and two foundling
infants from the Trondheim plague, Silje has bravely
borne their first child.

Sword Princess Amaltea manga
Ancient Monuments
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In Yearning, the historic evil curse so feared by the
dwindling descendants of the Ice People comes to
fruition. A terrifying child, Kolgrim, is born to Sunniva,
daughter of the unrepentant witch, Sol Angelica,
whom Silje rescued from the plague in the first novel
Spellbound. As Kolgrim grows up, the lives of Silje and
Tengel are drawing to a close and the focus moves to
their children and grandchildren. A granddaughter
Cecilie, governness to the family of King Christian IV,
is caught up in the court intrigues in Copenhagen and with the Thirty Years War raging across Europe,
recruiting squads begin dragging off the youngest
descendants of the Ice People to fight in that harsh
conflict in Germany.

Trollbunden
Avgrunden
Without a Trace
Häxjakten
Villemo is the most powerful of the Ice People for
generations. Her supernatural powers and passionate
nature mean that no one can hold her back. Her
passion for Dominic, another cursed member of the
Ice People family, threatens her life, but she cannot
resist him. So when Dominic is sent on a dangerous
mission for the King, Villemo cannot help but follow
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him. They are threatened, hunted, and face danger at
every turn. Villemo and Dominic must find their way
out of a raging war and back home, to their family
and their future.

Svensk bok-katalog
Hannah Capin's Foul is Fair is a bloody, thrilling
revenge fantasy for the girls who have had enough.
Golden boys beware: something wicked this way
comes. Jade and her friends Jenny, Mads, and
Summer rule their glittering LA circle. Untouchable,
they have the kind of power other girls only dream of.
Every party is theirs and the world is at their feet.
Until the night of Jade's sweet sixteen, when they
crash a St. Andrew’s Prep party. The night the golden
boys choose Jade as their next target. They picked the
wrong girl. Sworn to vengeance, Jade transfers to St.
Andrew’s Prep. She plots to destroy each boy, one by
one. She'll take their power, their lives, and their
control of the prep school's hierarchy. And she and
her coven have the perfect way in: a boy named
Mack, whose ambition could turn deadly.

The Ice People 11 - Blood Feud
Longlisted for the 2019 Booker Prize An entrancing
new novel by the author of the prizewinning Grief Is
the Thing with Feathers There’s a village an hour from
London. It’s no different from many others today: one
pub, one church, redbrick cottages, some public
housing, and a few larger houses dotted about. Voices
rise up, as they might anywhere, speaking of loving
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and needing and working and dying and walking the
dogs. This village belongs to the people who live in it,
to the land and to the land’s past. It also belongs to
Dead Papa Toothwort, a mythical figure local
schoolchildren used to draw as green and leafy,
choked by tendrils growing out of his mouth, who
awakens after a glorious nap. He is listening to this
twenty-first-century village, to its symphony of talk:
drunken confessions, gossip traded on the street
corner, fretful conversations in living rooms. He is
listening, intently, for a mischievous, ethereal boy
whose parents have recently made the village their
home. Lanny. With Lanny, Max Porter extends the
potent and magical space he created in Grief Is the
Thing with Feathers. This brilliant novel will ensorcell
readers with its anarchic energy, with its bewitching
tapestry of fabulism and domestic drama. Lanny is a
ringing defense of creativity, spirit, and the
generative forces that often seem under assault in
the contemporary world, and it solidifies Porter’s
reputation as one of the most daring and sensitive
writers of his generation.

The Ice People 1 - Spellbound
We all know the way the story goes. The valiant
prince goes on a perilous journey, kills a ferocious
dragon, rescues a captive princess, earns his family's
honor. But what if this time the prince was a princess?
In a fairytale world where Queens rule and magic is
power, Princess Amaltea is sent on the biggest quest
of her life -- to rescue a prince in need and fulfill her
duties as a princess. Spoiled, prejudiced and
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sheltered from the world at large, Amaltea reluctantly
sets out on her journey and finds her ""lad in
distress"" only to find out he's not so willing to join
her.

Yearning
The mighty Mongol conqueror, Genghis Khan, wreaks
a path of destruction along China's Great Wall.

Demon Kissed
This volume explores the genre of the historical novel
and the variety of ways in which writers choose to
represent the past. How does an author’s nationality
or gender impact their artistic choices? To what
extent can historical novels appeal to a transnational
audience? This study demonstrates how histories can
communicate across national borders, often by
invoking or deconstructing the very notion of
nationhood. Furthermore, it traces how the concerns
of the postmodern era, such as postmodern critiques
of historiography, colonialism, identity, and the
Enlightenment, have impacted the genre of the
historical novel, and shows this impact has not been
uniform throughout Western culture. Not all historical
novels written during the postmodern era are
postmodern. The historical novel as a genre occupies
a problematic, yet significant space in Cold War
literary currents, torn between claims of authenticity
and the impossibility of accessing the past. Historical
novels from England, America, Germany, and France
are compared and contrasted with historical novels
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from Sweden, testing a variety of theoretical
perspectives in the process. This pitting of a center
against a periphery serves to highlight traits that
historical novels from the West have in common, but
also how they differ. The historical novel is not just a
local, regional phenomenon, but has become, during
the postmodern era, a transnational tool for exploring
how we should think of nations and nationalism and
what a society should, or should not, look like.

Hunger
Global Infatuation
The Ice People 1 - Spellbound. The Legend of the Ice
People series has already captivated 39 million
readers across Europe. The year is 1581. Silje is only
seventeen and the plague has already struck her
entire family. Famished and freezing and with two
orphaned children to care for, she approaches the
bonfires outside Trondheim to get some warmth into
her body. Strangely enough, only one person offers to
help Silje in the hour of need: Tengel, a man of the Ice
People, whom Silje finds brutish and intimidating - but
also immensely charming. The story of the Ice People
is a moving legend of love and supernatural powers, a
tale of the essential struggle between good and evil.
Reviews 'Margit Sandemo is, simply, quite wonderful.'
- Emine Saner, The Guardian 'Full of convincing
characters, well established in time and place, and
enlightening will get your eyes popping, and quite
possibly groins twitching these are graphic novels
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without pictures I want to know what happens next.' Christina Hardyment, The Times 'A mixture of myth
and legend interwoven with historical events, this is
imaginative creation that involves the reader from the
first page to the last.' - Anne Oughton, Historical
Novels Review 'Loved by the masses, the prolific
Margit Sandemo has written over 172 novels to date
and is Scandinavia s most widely read author' - Mia
Gahne, Scanorama Magazine MARGIT SANDEMO
Margit Sandemo was born on April 23 1924 in Norway.
She was raised in Sweden but later moved to Norway.
She made her début as an author in 1964. The legend
about the Ice People, 47 volumes in all, appeared
1982-1989. Love and supernatural powers are the
hallmark of her authorship. Margit Sandemo's books
have sold more than 39 million copies worldwide.
Margit Sandemo is thus the author in the Nordic
countries with the greatest number of sold books.

Tristan and Iseult
Gender - Power - Text: Nordic Culture in the Twentieth
Century presents a picture to the English-speaking
world, interrogating the constructions, negotiations
and transformations of gender and power in a
diversity of texts and textual practices.

Invisible City
Follows the adventures of Swedish immigrants in their
new lives in pioneer America.

The Emigrants
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The Ice People 16 - The Mandrake
A finalist for the Edgar and Mary Higgins Clark
Awards, in her riveting debut Invisible City, journalist
Julia Dahl introduces a compelling new character in
search of the truth about a murder and an
understanding of her own heritage. Just months after
Rebekah Roberts was born, her mother, an Hasidic
Jew from Brooklyn, abandoned her Christian boyfriend
and newborn baby to return to her religion. Neither
Rebekah nor her father have heard from her since.
Now a recent college graduate, Rebekah has moved
to New York City to follow her dream of becoming a
big-city reporter. But she's also drawn to the idea of
being closer to her mother, who might still be living in
the Hasidic community in Brooklyn. Then Rebekah is
called to cover the story of a murdered Hasidic
woman. Rebekah's shocked to learn that, because of
the NYPD's habit of kowtowing to the powerful ultraOrthodox community, not only will the woman be
buried without an autopsy, her killer may get away
with murder. Rebekah can't let the story end there.
But getting to the truth won't be easy—even as she
immerses herself in the cloistered world where her
mother grew up, it's clear that she's not welcome, and
everyone she meets has a secret to keep from an
outsider.

Witch-hunt
The Ice People 2 – The Witch-Hunt, now in new
translation. The Legend of the Ice People series has
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already captivated 39 million readers across the
world. Silje and Tengel find a peaceful spot in the
Valley of the Ice People and Silje is happy as Tengel’s
wife. Nevertheless, she yearns to get because she
feels trapped in the narrow valley with its strange,
narrow-minded people. She is especially afraid of
Hanna, the very old witch who is trilled at teaching
her skills to little Sol, Tengel’s niece. A threat of a
future catastrophe haunts the valley. Hanna has
predicted this and she is never wrong … The series
about the Ice People is a moving legend of love and
supernatural powers, and not least the struggle
between good and evil.

Global Infatuation
The Little Old Lady Who Struck Lucky
Again!
He is a divinely handsome young man, valiant and
fiercely loyal to his uncle who adopted and nurtured
him from the time he was an abandoned orphan. She
is the ethereally beautiful princess of a faraway
country, betrothed to the middle-aged uncle. They
meet when the young man is sent as an emissary to
her country to bring her back for the grand wedding.
On board the ship, the two fall tragically in love.
Tristan and Iseult by Joseph Bedier is a retelling of an
ancient legend which has been popular for nearly
eight hundred years! The origins of the story are lost
in the mists of time, but scholars reckon that it is
based on a Persian epic poem called Vis O Ramin,
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composed by the Persian poet Asad Gorgani in the
11th century. This itself was based on oral traditions
which existed since the first century. Whatever the
origin, the poignant story of doomed lovers captured
the imagination of writers, musicians, playwrights,
poets and artists all over the world and gave rise to
wonderful works of literature and art. Joseph Bedier
was a classical scholar and professor of Medieval
Literature at the University de Faubourg, Switzerland.
Due to his concerted efforts, interest was revived in
ancient French texts and legends. Tristan and Iseult
was published in 1909 and it firmly established his
great reputation as a writer and a scholar. It was
translated into English by Hilaire Belloc and Paul
Rosenfeld. Other translations included Cornish,
German, Italian and many other languages. Tristan
and Iseult tells the story of a Cornish knight, Tristan,
who travels to Ireland to bring back the lovely
princess Iseult for his uncle Mark to marry. En route,
the two young people fall in love. Some legends have
it that the lovers mistakenly ingested a love potion
that made them fall eternally and irrevocably in love.
When they reach their destination, Iseult marries King
Mark but continues her affair. When the secret is
discovered, the lovers are condemned for adultery.
They are sentenced to death, but conspire to escape.
There are various versions of the end of this story Some end in tragedy with both dying, while others
have them escaping, begging the king for forgiveness
and living happily ever after. Whatever the outcome,
the story has had an indelible impact on Western
romantic and tragic traditions. It was also
incorporated into Arthurian legends
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Sol Angelica
Genghis: Bones of the Hills
Your body already knows how to give birth – the only
help it needs from you is to protect it from all the
things that can shut it down, like fear or stress.
Confident Birth gives you and your birth partner
simple and dynamic tools to help you release your
innate power for giving birth.

The Ice People 2 - Witch-Hunt
Vad ar det som gor oss till de vi ar? Vad ar det som
far oss att gora det vi gor? Vad ar det som driver oss
framat? Finns det ett facit eller ens nagra roda tradar?
Gar det att sia om framtiden om vi kanner till det
forflutna? Lars Ulwencreutz reflekterar over de forsta
30 aren av sitt liv, ett slags memoarer i anekdotform
och ser sitt liv som ett enormt pussel vars bitar inte
passar ihop. Inom dessa parmar aterfinns dessa
pusselbitar, aterstar att se om nagon blir klokare for
det.

The Ice People 12 - Fever in the Blood
Det hade du heller ingen aning om:
värdelöst vetande för nyfikna
Three members of the family set out on the long
journey north to the forgotten Valley of the Ice
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People. They were the young Dan Lind and his two
relatives, Ingrid Lind and Ulvhedin Paladin, who were
both touched by the curse of the Ice People and born
with supernatural abilities. Dan’s objective for the trip
was purely scientific, while the other two wanted to
get hold of the powerful, magical root that they were
convinced they would find there, namely the
mandrake, also known as the gallows flower because
it was said to grow at places of execution.

Foul is Fair
Margit Sandemos Sagan om Isfolket är en av de mest
älskade bokserierna i Norden. Detta är åttonde boken
i sagan om Isfolket - Graphic Novels som är baserad
på den klassiska och mycket populära bokserien.
Sagan om Isfolket har lästs och trollbundit över 30
miljoner läsare runt om i världen. Nu levandegörs alla
de klassiska karaktärerna här i tecknad form utav
Raymond och Mona Husac.

The Historical Novel, Transnationalism,
and the Postmodern Era
After World War II, two concentration camp survivors
begin a battle for love in this heartwarming, historical
novel based on a true story. It’s 1945, and Miklós is
looking for a wife. The fact that he has six months left
to live doesn’t discourage him—he isn’t one to let
small problems like that stand in the way, especially
not after he’s survived a concentration camp.
Currently marooned in an all-male sanatorium in
Sweden, and desperate to get out, he acquires the
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names of the 117 Hungarian women also recovering
in Sweden and writes each of them a letter in his
beautiful cursive hand. Luckily for him, Lili decides to
write back… Drawn from the real-life letters of Péter
Gárdos’s parents, and reminiscent of the film Life Is
Beautiful, Fever at Dawn is a vibrant, ribald, and
unforgettable tale, showing the death-defying power
of the human will to live and to love. “Fever at Dawn
has the sweetness of The Rosie Project and the
pathos of The Fault in Our Stars…A book to fall in love
with.”—The Herald Sun “At once heartrending and
lighthearted, this romance covers enormous ground in
love and war, joy and tragedy.” — Shelf Awareness,
starred review “A riveting and high-spirited journey
from the brink of death toward life, [Fever at Dawn]
asserts the power of love.”—Julie Orringer, author of
The Invisible Bridge

Svensk bokförteckning
The Legend of the Ice People has already captivated
29 million readers across the world. Spellbound is the
first volume in the series Legend of the Ice People.
The year is 1581. Silje is only seventeen and the
plague has already struck her entire family. Famished
and perished and with two orphaned children to take
care of, she approaches the pyres outside Trondheim
to get some warmth into her body. Strangely enough,
only one person offers to help Silje in the hour of
need: It is a man of the Ice People whom Silje finds
bestial and intimidating – but also immensely
charming. The series about the Ice People is a moving
legend of love and supernatural powers, and not least
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the struggle between good and evil.

Depths of Darkness
#1 New York Times and internationally bestselling
Swedish author Liza Marklund delivers more topnotch, “edge-of-your-seat suspense” (Harlan Coben)
as her fearless journalist Annika Bengtzon
investigates a high-profile missing persons case while
trying to keep her own tumultuous home life from
falling apart. Ingemar Lerberg had it all: successful
businessman, politician, husband, father. Until he is
found, brutally beaten and left for dead, in his
mansion in a fashionable Stockholm neighborhood.
His wife, Nora, is missing, with little evidence left
behind. With no alternative, their children are taken
into care. In one night, a family has been ripped
apart. As Annika delves into the horrifying details of
this family's fate, she grapples too with the change in
her own personal life. As hard as she's trying to patch
together a new family with her boyfriend and their
respective children, past relationships still threaten to
throw off the delicate her delicate balancing act.
Family matters above all else, but all is never as it
seems. Behind the scenes, darkness lies.

The Calm Before the Storm
Fever at Dawn
You're never too old to have some fun . . .
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Pussel
Äntligen kommer här ännu ett lexikon fyllt med helt
onödiga fakta, för den som vill utöka sitt värdelösa
vetande. Kanske finns här saker du tidigare vetat men
helt glömt bort - sådant som gick in genom ena örat
och kastades ut genom det andra. För vem kommer
egentligen ihåg namnet på världens första kända
strippa? Eller hur många sittplatser det finns i det
brittiska parlamentet? Som tur är finns nu en bok som
kan hjälpa dig täppa till minnesluckorna. Och boken
finns alltid kvar - även om du glömmer allt lika snabbt
igen! Hans Bengtsson är en svensk författare. Flera av
hans böcker innehåller humoristiska
sammanställningar av fakta.

Lanny
BY NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR H.M.
WARDBOOK #1 IN THE BESTSELLING DEMON KISSED
SERIES"I have not been this enraptured by a novel
since I read Karen Marie Moning's Fever Series. It's
that good." - KrisSeventeenth birthdays aren't
supposed to suck, but mine does. Literally. Before I
know what's happened a guy knocks me to the
ground and tries to suck out my soul. With a kiss.
That's all it takes with his kind. This next part is
embarrassing--I thought this guy was my boyfriend.
Screw that, I thought he was human, but those
creepy, blood red eyes suggest I was mistaken.This is
it, the end of my sucktacularly short life--killed by a
creature that's half vampire, half demon, and smokin'
hot. Killed by a kiss. It sounds poetic until it happens
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to you.The world fades to black, but just as I accept
my fate, someone saves me. At least I think he saved
me, because I'm still alive. It isn't until much later that
I learn what really happened and exactly what it cost
me.496 Pages, 3rd Edition.Young Adult Paranormal
Romance.BESTSELLING DEMON KISSED SERIES
ORDER:1. Demon Kissed2. Cursed3. Torn4. Satan's
Stone5. The 13th ProphecyADDITIONAL DEMON
KISSED BOOKS:VALEFAR VOLUMES (Demon Kissed
Novellas)1. Valefar Vol. 12. Valefar Vol. 2
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